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Under Camejo's plan, the lower 20 percent
would get a tax cut and the top 20 percent
would get an increase of 3 percent.

natorial campaign, Green Party candidate visited HSU last Friday, accompa-

“We
Greens,

jo said during his
noontime speech.
“This country has .
the most
backward election system in the world.
If you get 15 per-

dubbed

is
pers don't report this, but the Green Party

is

in favor of legalizing cannabis and
hemp.

“Tobacco

"

un-. be doing.

fair for the poorest
people.
According

to

of

Paul-Gallegos

Humboldt County district attorney

12 percent of their
salary while the
higher 20 percent

drug

and

it

kills thousands

of

worse

: of the state’s income.
“(When you pay tuition) you don't cut
cut
checks for the state,” Camejo said. “You
have
ent don’t
checks so the sthigher : 20 perc
4
:

ODO
CO De vate
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we

make

illegal,
hemp
which is one of the
most

ent
taxed 8 percent, which makes 75 perc

a!

most

tive

it
addictive and
Even
one.
no
kills

the state are taxed

.

the

ejo said. “It is not

people in the low-

is

productive

.
materials in the world.”
appear at 2:30
to
d
Camejo was schedule
p.m., on Saturday during the North County
Fair but failed to appear.
|
schedule and he
haso & busy
“Camej
COS tsseuiriee sar tt 1G
ee

’
e

a

hE
<te

is

addic-

~ people each year,
yet we criminalize
marijuana,” Cam-

degraphic
a
veloped by ‘the
Green Party, the
er 20 percent

and showed
the crowd
how the top

Camejo said he is

because | am doing what | should
i

turnedit
upside-down,

Quad, was well received by the audience,
who cheered the loudest and longest when

ing party in the “They are trying to recall me
f-

graphic,

The speech, which took place in the UC

ED

the way taxes are

a similar
*
Megtig

“It takes a Republican to make a Democrat act like a Green,” Camejo said. “This
would benefit the Greens. The major newspa-

sy

State and Local Taxes

es

tem.

a
income
rni
Family
Lowest Califo
Pay Largest Share of Their income

eg

a Democrat that would put a halt to this sys-

Camejo describes the inequities of tax brackets based on
family income in California.

ea

of a bill to the California Senate last week by

Schnaiz

“eet

nia has already started with the introduction

Michaei
Phobytos

Lowest
mn

Second

Middle

mah

fourth

New

mF

UF

Next
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Camejo said the end of this system in Califor-

“Prince of Justice”
— said that his recall campaign hasn't gone
any further because not enough signatures
have been collected.
“They are trying to recall me because lam
doing what | should be doing," Gallegos, who
is a Democrat, said. “It is a disservice to the
community. My office lives on the mantra of it
is more important to do the job than to have
the job.”

CU

ig

form of election system the United States has.

the

is feeling ill, so he decided to rest and prepare for
a televised debate,” Barbara Schultz, Peter Camejo’s
Campaign representative in
Humboldt County, said to an
.
estimated 40 spectators.

David Cobb, who is looking for the Green Party nomination for President of the
United States, spoke to the
crowd on Camejo's behalf.
Camejo will be appearing on Oct. 3 on what he

called “Super Bow! debate”
with Republican and Democratic candidates. He said
it is a “Super Bow! debate”
because it will be televised

across the globe and it will
air on all the major television
networks.

“This is the first time in Cal-

ifornia that a third-party candidate will be on a major debate with the two other major
parties,” Camejo said.
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He said “spoilership” is the all-or-nothing

said

llegos

wo

e a

Green Party canidate for governor

27d on,” Gallegos
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Peter Camejo

an

you should have
15 percent of the say in the house.”

fastest ; grow-

represent
Republi-

cans,
anarchists,
atheists
and
on

cent of the vote,

collected

—

san office.

elections,” Came-

state.”
Camejo

ate

nied by Humboldt County's district attorney
“They would still be paying less taxes than
and the party's 2004 presidential hopeful.
a decade ago,” Camejo said. “There would
Camejo spoke to a crowd of about 100
be a surplus and the budget would be balpeople on the differences in taxes between
anced.”
the poor and the rich, the state's fiscal prob-anicss
inieitiieamuiabibitaiit
taaini
niaaia
Paul Gallegos,
nnlcie
hs
aiadea
a
lems,
legalizing
Humboldt County
marijuana
and “It takes a Republican to make a
attorney,
district
election reforms.
.”
Green
a
like
act
Democrat
who is fighting off
“The — centera recall election,
piece of my camsaid, “The DA's ofpaign is to end
fice is a nonpartispoilership
in
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to pay taxes."
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Camejo, Gallegos and Cobb support Californians
By Luis Molina

)- Associated

Student .

president is quite the
| busy bee.
Not only is she in ‘her second term as president, but is
also a full-time student and

~ about to get married.

‘ “When surprises .come

in

_the door, I'm more prepared

now,”

AS

President

, Day,” one of the many events she and her organization
‘have helped to put on.

1g

es HSU's many future requirements.”

feel of the experience.

Included

in the

plan

are

and we've been
since,” Kinney said.

together

space, housing, parking, pe-

Kinney has gotten into
the groove of being involved

destrian traffic and vehicular
circulation. Completion of the

ginning; | don't see marriage

slowly.
“| wish | had known about

new physical master plan is
slated for May, 2004.
:
“Everything we're moving

how we are now.”
Kinney's
decision

She said many people do
not believe her, in love at first
sight, but.“! knew from the beas being

any different than

toward will be based on this

man.”
_Kinney spent one year as

cus groups from all facets of
the university involved in the

munity...people

the vice president of student

strategic

to class,”

affairs, before. winning the AS

student representatives.

want to.”
While still in office, Kinney
wants to focus on increas-

ing shared government. She
wants students’ opinions to

plan,” Kinney said.

_

plan,

which

need

“There are.tons of committee openings,” Kinney said.
Along with the university's
strategic plan, Kinney hopes
to rework the mission and vi-

sion statement. She said she
wants to “ensure students are
engaged and feel comfortable giving feedback.”

With

always be voiced, always be

heard, and to be seen as legitimate.

Right now, there are 18 fo-

ny

a wedding

in less than

schoolwork

and

two

ceremoweeks,

socializing,

pb

Plaza, AECORe

PP
SL
=

29030)

ROIS

to

choose HSU over other cam-

old political’ science senior,
said. “| would have gotten
more: involved as a fresh-

PnP

the

“It was love at first sight,

school and my personal life.”

at the Jambalaya,
915 H St
on

UC. Santa Cruz, at a crash-

press release, “a planning
framework that encompass-

SU's
Music
and
rday, September 27, 10-2:30pm
bamboo

She met her fiancé, Chris,
five and a half years ago at

not only new construction and
renovation of academic facilities, but also Campus green

president title.
“You have to look at your
priorities,” Kinney said. “You
don't get to all the parties you

her time for “Car Free
science senior, volunteers

last year,” Kinney said.

- was really frustrating; finding a balance between AS,

AS sooner,” Kinney, 22-year

Gretchen Kinney, Associated Student president and

“I'm busier now than | was

college weekend designed to.
give high school students a

Gretch-

en Kinney said. “My first year

Photo
by Kaitlin Hope

Currently, Kinney is involved in the reworking of
HSU's strategic plan, which
will provide, according to an
HSU Community Relations

puses had to do with the community and professors here.

“(At Berkeley and UC San
Diego] there wasn't any comKinney

just

said.

went

“[At

HSU] the professors seemed

to care about the students.”
Kinney’s fiancé introduced
her to HSU; and “we both fell
in love with it.”
Kinney said in retrospect,
she would have become more
civically involved earlier. “It's
important to have a better understanding of what's going
on around you.”
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Kaylay Newbry works on school assignments in the
Depot. She could be surfing the net on the U.C. Quad.

Hotspots on campus and Plaza

Wireless net available
By Michael Peters
Stare WriTER
SU

has

become

“hotspot”

for

a

surfing

wondered

the web.

Wireless Internet is now
available near the campus library, University Center, Jolly Giant Commons and the
Arcata Plaza.
All you have to do is grab
your laptop computer (with a
card to receive a signal), go
sit in the sun and start surfing
the net.
A hotspot is an area where
Wi-Fi
wireless
Internet
is
available. Humboldt Hookup,
run by four dedicated volunteers, is working with local
government
and
nonprofit
organizations to bring free
wireless Internet hotspots to
public locations in Humboldt

County.
Most

new

Bronce Stevenson, a student
at HSU, said. “I've always

laptops

come

with a wireless Internet card
already installed. Many older

models can use a PC card to
connect, which can be purchased at local computer

stores for $40 to $70.
The Wi-Fi wireless Internet has been available for
about a month. “It just hasn't

been made official yet,” Greg
Haines, a- help desk em-

ployee, said. “But everyone
seems to know about it.”

The new technology allows
users to access high-speed
an_ invisible
Internet over

broadband connection.
Wi-Fi access will not be
limited to designated areas

' for long. By next year the entire campus should be Wi-Fi
accessible.
pretty
cool,”
“That's

if it was possible

to use your computer Internet
like a cell phone.”
However, the WiFi system
does not operate as a cell
phone does. It is much faster than any Internet access
available via cellular technology.
Wi-Fi operates at 11 megabytes per second. Compared
to the general dial-up connection of 56 kilobytes per
second. It should operate at
the same speed as any networked computer on campus.
The HSU campus is not the
only hotspot in Arcata. The
Arcata Plaza became a wireless haven for Internet users
on July 28, 2003.
“t didn’t know | could use
the Internet in the Plaza,”
Dan Klein, a laptop-wielding
who was sitting in the
student,
.

Plaza, said. “Why hasn't any- _ .
one said anything about it?”
Funding
for
Humboidt
Hookup comes from grants
and sponsorships by local
businesses. There is no line

item in the city budget for the
project,

so

taxpayers

-

-

aren't

footing the bill, according to
www.humboldthookup.com.
you are experiencing
any problems connecting to
If

the wireless Internet, contact
the help desk or visit the website. Another resource would
be to take it to Simply Macintosh on the Plaza or Renaissance Computingat 101 H st.
in Arcata, for a fee.
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at the Philly
can now be bought with the C-Card

Tired of campus food? Students
can use points off campus now
rer
By Kimberly Thorpe Starr War
raving chili cheese fries, supreme nachos or cheese steak sandwiches

smothered in grilled onions? Now HSU
at
students can use their C-Cards off campus
hase
the Philly Cheese Steak Shoppe to purc
ort
comf
ity
these and other stuffed-to-capac
foods.
The Shoppe, located at the corner of 18th
first
and G Street, is accepting the card for the
ature
time this semester. In addition to its sign
menu
philly cheese steak sandwiches, the
also features salads, hot dogs, sub sandwich

ENROLLING NOW

PRE-SCHOOL &
AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAMS

emade
es and a variety of sides including hom
toes.
chili, coleslaw and garlic mashed pota

Amber Wilson, an
graduate and
HSU
Philly Cheese Steak

Art, dramatic play, music,

language arts, group games,

employee, said the location was a big fac-

science, gardening, cooking,

tor in deciding to take

neighborhood walks, field trips

students’ cards.

it was done “for the

evthe dorms, | didn't have a car — | walked

basically
erywhere,” Ramos said. “And this is
the closest place to campus.”
CFormerly dubbed the bonus card, the
received
Card (C stands for convenience)
the
ough
alth
its new name three years ago,
than 12
program has been around for more

years.
The card was set up as an alternative meth
s,
od of payment for books, Center Arts show

ed exphotocopies and other campus-relat
balpenses. It is pre-paid with no minimum
like
ance requirement and can be used just

a credit card for everything within the C-Card

——

“| thought [accepting the card
was a good idea, but it's not
really a deal for people - they
don't get discounts for using
jt.”

same way they do on campus.”
When Wilson was an art major at HSU five

822-1423

ol Education.

121906190, 121372476

”

2
Riss,

GEMEDIA.ORG
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Week

make

things

Omar

Ramos

HSU Graduate

chines

and

laundry

conve-

nient for the Humboldt
Ron

Rude-

bock, director of HSU
dining services, said.
§ about
“Probably
two years ago, we
added vending ma-

machines

[that operate

with the card],” Rudebock said. “It's more convenient than trying to find quarters and other
campus
years ago, her card was limited to on’ change.”
facilities.
The income from the C-Card program is al“| only used it for the Depot and the J,” Wilmost nonexistent. “We're hoping to increase
the
for
s
card
rate
sepa
were
re
“The
.
son said
our sales,” Rudebock said. The school can
photocopiers and stuff.”
le
invest the money that comes in when peop
and
uate
grad
HSU
her
anot
os,
Omar Ram
load their cards, but current interest rates are
disto
cult
diffi
was
it
said
ee,
loy
emp
Shoppe
low and yield little return. And the actual cards
ng
cern whether or not the new card-accepti
cost anything. “When you put money on
don’t
of
ber
num
ter
grea
a
in
ing
draw
policy was
the card, we don't charge you,” Rudebock
s.
ster
seme
past
than
ents
stud
HSU
said.
d
“I thought [accepting the card] was a goo
HSU charges a small rental fee as well as
for
deal
a
y
reall
not
it's
“But
.
said
os
idea,” Ram
es add»
g it.” a percentage of sales when business
people - they don't get discounts for usin
in
: 7
page
rd
But it is convenient, he said. “When | was
C-casee

ARCATA &
ROONEY-MCKINLEYVILLE
CHILDREN’S CENTERS
Stat1,e
funded by#'s the12137168

Center and various
vending machines on
campus.
“The concept is to
student,”

_ hope of added business because we're
so close to campus,”
Wilson said. “It was
a way for students

to pay for things the

program, including the
bookstore, the Health
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Saturday, September 20

12:42 p.m.

There was a sighting of a mountain lion
eke

behind Juniper Hall. UPD will be posting
flyers warning people of the sighting.

ee

12:08 a.m.
A construction crew reported a group of

Two people were contacted on 14" street and

College Boulevard for camping.

8:14 a.m.
UPD responded to.a report of a’“large male” in
a payphone on Laurel Drive, screaming obscenities and hitting the phone.

;
9:26 a.m.
There was a report of six bicycles parked il-

legally on Granite Avenue UPD left a warning on
each of the bicycles.

people skateboarding through stop signs
on B Street. No tickets were given.

6:50 a.m.

An officer attempted to contact a possible camper in the Mai Kai parking lot.
12:18 p.m.
A person was contacted by UPD for
carrying a “decorative sword” on campus.
The person was warned of the university
regulations.

cAdventures

- Thursday, September 18

Sunday, September 21

1:38 a.m.
12:11 a.m.

A person was warned for camping on LK Wood
Boulevard and Plaza Avenue.
12:14 a.m.

UPD assisted APD in breaking up a large cel-

ebration on Western Avenue.

There was a report of a large group
of “noisy” people on the Hill quad. They
agreed to leave.

Wednesday, September 17
1:43 a.m.
The gate near the art building was vandalized.

2:11 a.m.

UPD assisted APD in breaking up another cel-

ebration on 11" street and F Street.

2:38 p.m.
There was a report of a broken car window on Rossow Street.

Continued
from page 6

C-Card: points are widely used around campus
Rudethe C-Card to their accepted methods of payment. Because

new

cash

registers

were installed in the Depot,
the school has extra terminals

which can be used in private
businesses off campus.

“It helps us offset the costs

bookstore,

the housing

and

dining office, with cash to the
account machine on the second floor of the library and
the C-Card web site, www.Cwhich
Card.humboldt.edu,
allows parents to add money

to the card from anywhere in

for the system on campus,”

the world.
HSU does not actively so-

In the past, two other
Arcata businesses have ac-

licit

' Rudebock said.
cepted

the card - Roundta-

; ble Pizza and Papa John's
Pizza. Roundtable dropped
its contract. with HSU after
four or five years and Papa

John’s, which was owned by

businesses

to

accept

the cards. In this case, the
Shoppe's owner, Ed Evans,
contacted the school to inquire about installing the card
terminal.

The school recently came

out with a sticker that they've

been putting around. on difa local businessman, went
-_ ferent machines to let stuout of business.
dents know where they can
Students can add money
“Our main
to their accounts twougn the use their cards.

focus is on campus,”
bock said.

Where to use your
C-CARD:
¢ The HSU Bookstore

¢ Campus Cuts
° Center Activities
° The ””

¢
°
°
¢
¢
¢

MEGS
8

7:59 a.m.

HSU Health Center
Windows Café
South Campus Marketplace
Giants Cupboard
HSU Ticket Office
Library Copy Center

¢ Self-service copy machines
* Library print network
Soda & Snack Machines

Conny mis
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~
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Friday September 19

By er

ge a

NS eit

sue a violation or a report according to the
UPD media log.

WS

Sree

Room.in Founders Hall. UPD did not is-

AA

=

Re

Moe

10:26 p.m. .
There was an odor, which was not specified, coming from the Green and Gold

co

Fe

HSU President Rollin
Richmond, who is
aware of the benefitsof
alternative transportation

as well as bicycle safety,
led the pack on from the
Bayside Grange, around
downtown Arcata, and
onto the HSU campus
Monday morning. The
morning ride was
followed by the CarFree Day! EXPO, which
featured demonstrations

| As'a member of “America’s

the skills and exhibit the
qualities that will make
cted
respee
and iv
an effect
the
in r
officer. As an office
Guard,
Coast d
States te
-Uni
you'll be proud of who
you've become — a tespected
leader and one who others

will logk to when decisions
are crucial. Along with this
responsibility come some

great

benefits

including:

,
you will
. Shield of Freedom”

not only be making a difference
the
| in our country by guarding
lives,,and
land
homesaving
ing the environment,

but you will also be making a

life.
own e
enc
in your
differ

:
.
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Sic casinos try their luck in local towns
Blue Lake Casino gives back to the small town coneneniiy
Tim White

ey ay Wr
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a
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2

The Blue Lake Casino has been
open for over a year and the town
of Blue Lake is already feeling its
presence.
The casino has donated $30,000
to the Blue Lake School and

$10,000 to the city's fire department.
The

Blue Lake School

superin-

tendent, Doug White, is excited
about the casino and what it has

to offer.
The casino’s donation helped to
save the school's music and counseling programs.
“They have been very supportive

of education,” said White.
The casino is also starting

a

scholarship program.

They have decided to create the
Gene Leviett and Ann Jones Scholarships,

which

amount

to

three

$2,000 scholarships.
who

people.

1,000

,

“|

want

accept it.”

People have learned to

ann

gy

val

has

not

-

als back

Schapiro

to

pact

—

Counciimen

seen

tribe,” said Ramsey.
There have generally been few
complaints about having the casi-

no in such a small community.
Blue Lake City Councilman Sherman Schapiro said when the casino
was first proposed there were some
people who were concerned about
the effects the attraction might
have on the community.
Schapiro said some people were
i

oe

ee

FRISTa

FOR

“Also,
doesn't

property

the Wiyot tribe.

because
actually

prefer

casino
go

to

be

traffic

through

the

town,” Schapiro said “It has really
minimized the impact."
“People have learned to accept

it,” he said.
Schapiro
OMORORTOOO

Rancheria

tribal

landiords say they
closer to the casino.

located

in

their small rural community.

efiectst en
on
the
afte
value

School,

Dell’

and a film which discussed the effects that the large casino had on

aan te

caused by the
casino.
He said he has even heard some

renowned

Biue Lake, completed a three part
project consisting of a community
dialogue, a theatrical performance

The

Sa

Theatre

the

consists

of 50

CES

the

O RH OHHH

only

other

the 50,000 square foot Cher-Ae
Heights Casino, was built nearby
in Trinidad.

The Blue Lake Casino has created 250 full-time jobs and 100 parttime. It also provides lunches for
senior citizens and students.
Nationwide, the Native American
casinos provide more than 300,000

jobs, and provide tribal governmental revenue to build schools,

The tribe chose to invest their per

capita payment instead of dividing
it among the tribal members.
The best way for them to invest

They also help fund other programs such as health, child and
elder care, law enforcement, fire

descending

from

the money was in gaming.

protection,

Since tribes are a sovereign nation and self-governing, they can

vices and many other governmen-

use their inherent powers to open
casinos, just as states use lotter-

The U.S. government cannot tax
Indian casinos. instead they share

ies.

their revenues and give back to the

water

and

sewer

ser-

tal programs.

communities.

cient way to boost the Native Amer-

HH) PPPOPPOROLEEE
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ORGA TM }
MERGEMERI

te

casino,

Pag

tribal

health clinics, roads, clean water
systems, communication systems
and recreations centers.

members

The casinos prove to be an effi-

said

local

R17, no

ne une
+P

O00

OF

Te
oo.

.

Arte

year,

Another

ee

Last

ican economy.

.

cussed were regarding the use
of the the water and sewage systems.

bout it.”

over

~

concerns that were still being dis-
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years of college.
The CEO and Tribal Chair of the
large casino, Arla Ramsey, has
been working to make the casino a
eng re
ce to Blue Lake, a

scared about increased traffic and
decreased property values, along
with increasing alcoholism and
gambling among Blue Lake residents.
“| am sure there are people who
don't like it,” he said. “But | really
haven't heard a

st

her four

town.
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casino has proven to have few negative impacts and has actually given a lot back to the residents of the small
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a year

Though Biue Lake residents showed some concern about having a large casino in their small community, the
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graduates from the Blue Lake
School receives the Clyde Patenaude scholarship that is $500
and valid once they graduate high
school.
They will also give away the Jean
Rousseau Scholarship, which goes
to one student who will receive
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drug without their knowledge.

Cilitated sexual assault, “ according to

four to eight hours.”

They also reported that 22 individuals in Humboldt between ages 18 to

don’t have hard proof,
drugs leave their system so quickly or the victim does not get a blood
test,” Carey said. “A lot of drugs you

She said"People can blackout for

County were “victimized by a drug fa-

‘staic

.

In 2002, 94 people in Humboldt

from people
from the North Coast Rape — “We get a lot of calls drug
ged, but
who think they've been
Crisis Team.
because the

"95 were raped with the use of alcohol
or other drugs as a factor.

have to test really soon to see if they.

These statistics only reflect situations that are actually reported by the
_ individuals.
Many people believe that they

are in a person's system and a lot of
people wait several days before they.
ie
report it.”

too confused or afraid to seek help.
Many others call in to make a report

we see most often,” said Carey.
These types of sexual predator at- .

“Alcohol related assaults are what

have been sexually assaulted, but are

tacks have occurred at various loca-

but, because of the effects from the

drugs, they are unable to clearly reber the circumstances surround-

Villarreal,
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ing their assault.
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forcible fondling
give yOu SUP- North Coast Rape Crisis Team Prevention Educator reported in the
Chan allN

“someone you trust 90 thet they can

+ Support you
, Crisis Team prevention educator supervisor said, “We get calls from peo-

ple who believe they were slipped a

residence halls. In 2002 one forcible
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that they can
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curred on the main campus.
Although there are many drugs
that may be used in a “date rape” sit-

uation, according to the North Coast

Rape Crisis Team, what “many of the
drugs that.we hear about as “Date
Rape Drugs” have in common is that

out or passing out,” according to the

and can be slipped into someone's

sensation of ‘snapping’ into a state of

rape crisis team.

The North Coast Rape Crisis Team

also reports “Many people express a
-. intense intoxication or sedation.”

“Some common: effects of these
drugs could include: feeling intoxi-

cated very quickly, especially if your
apparent level of intoxication does
not reflect what you think you have ingested, a sense of lack of control over
your body and of: actions, blacking

“There may only be a few seconds
or minutes to communicate with a
trusted friend before falling into a comatose state,” the rape crises team
reported.

Rape Drugs continuedon next page
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Sarah Carey said, “You
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bined with alcohol. People have died from a mix
of these combinations.”
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Information from a Six
Rivers Planned Parent-

hood
pamphlet _ titled,
Whats
in
my
Drink?!
states that “Roofies, GHB,
MDMA (ecstasy) and ketamine can be lethal when
mixed with alcohol and
other drugs such as heroin
or cocaine.”
The pamphiet also stated, “75 percent of college
- Students who experience

~ unwanted

.
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course are under the influence of alcohol or drugs
at the time of the incident.
Meanwhile, also 15 to 30

percent of college women
are acquaintance raped
(when the rapist is known

by their victim).”
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Fires continue to
burn in Humboldt

| Logging halted
for anniversary of
- fallen activist

Fire crews

WELL.

SMOKE.
mete

I!

WHEN

SMOKE

Five years ago forest activist David “Gypsy” Chain was killed when an angry logger

felled a tree on him Sept. 17, 1998, according to an Earth First! press release.
The day before this anniversary, logging
on Gypsy Mountain, near where the event

occured, was shut down by activists who
hope to preserve the area as a memorial to

Chain.

A candlelight vigil was also planned

in

honor of the five year anniversary of his
death.

Volunteers help on

are continuing

to stay busy

with several fires in Humboldt County.
Crews were able to contain an 80 acre
grass fire near the Redwood Creek area. It
threatened several structures, but no evacuations were nessecary.
The large Honeydew Creek Fire between
Kinsey ridge and Horse Mountain is remaining relatively quiet, and firefighters are hoping to contain it soon.

At this point the Canoe Fire (near Myers
Flat) and Honeydew Fire together burned

9,914 acres, injured 14 people and ruined

two outbuildings as of last Saturday.
The fires have also cost over $9 million up
to this point.

annual day of caring
On Saturday, more than 400 volunteers

WI

SMOKE.
SS /V]

¢

K

ao

CHOICE

were involved with the Day of Caring, along
with another 1,600 people who volunteered
for the Coastal cleanup. Many volunteers
were HSU students, reported the TimesStandard on Sunday.

Volunteers for the 10th annual Day of Caring offered thier sevices at 20 different lo-

cations, including Food for People, Friends
- of the Dunes, Humboldt Women for Shelter,
Arcata Endeavor and Sequoia Humane So-

ciety.

The beach cleanup, which is always on

the same day as the Day of Caring, suc-

ceeded in removing about 500 pounds of

trash along the. 110 miles of coastline in
Humboldt County.

Adopt-a-dog month
begins in October
The Sequoia Humane Society and the
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

have

deemed

October

as

Adopt-a-Shelter-Dog month.

The humane society also has a donor who

has offered to purchase the local dog liscence for any mature dog or puppy that is
adopted by Oct. 31.
The humane society's adoption center is
open

Monday

through Friday from noon

to

5:45 p.m.’ and Saturdays from noon to 4:45
p.m. Call 442-1782 for more information.
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By. James een Copy CHEF
and Kira Rubenthaler Science Eorror
he

4,000-year-old

dition

of

using

tra-

herbs

to restore and maintain

health

is being

carried

on

lack of a solid scientific grasp
of the physiological effects of

many herbs.

natural

from Moonrise are nettleleaf,

the way to go,” art senior Nikki Edge said. “I! definitely try
to use herbs instead of conventional medicines.”
Herbs are believed by
many to be safe, natural rem-

used for allergies, Echinacea,
used for colds and flu, milk-

thistle, which is good for the
liver, and kava, which is used

for its calming effect.
“Not all herbs are safe,”

edies for everything from anx-

I've seen herbs help people

Kathy Munoz, a nutrition professor at HSU, said.
Holladay said there have
been reports of liver problems
from people taking kava.
“Herbs have really wonderful benefits,” Munoz said,
“but they need to be respected.”

all the time.”

Herbs,
see page 15

iety to blood pressure prob-

lems.
seen

them

(herbs)

work,” Sly Holladay, an herbate eanunsibin tain avetide bint, “People are becoming more interested in
preventative
health care,” Sly Holladay, an herbalist at Moonrise Herbs on the plaza in
Arcata, said.

alist at Moonrise Herbs in
Arcata, said. “I've used them

myself

and

felt them

work.

|

He said some of the more
popular herbs people buy

healing’s

“I've

-

colds, flu, lung congestion,
allergies and the “Humboldt
Crud.”

by many Americans, despite

“| think

Holladay
said people most
commonly
come to Moonrise
to get herbs to help deal with

ae

' get caught in the water, your

‘ odds of surviving are one
hundred percent.”
While HSU is out of reach
for a tsunami, areas around
Humboldt Bay that are less
than two miles inland and are
less than 100 feet above sea
level could be at risk if the
. seismic activity necessary
for a creating a tsunami occurred.
“Almost all of Arcata has
no tsunami hazard because
it's too far away from the

canic

eruption

or a meteor

impact, Dengler said.
Dengler said the last major tsunami

to hit Humboldt

County was in January 1700,
when an earthquake with
an estimated magnitude of
nine struck the nearby fault
line known as the Cascadia
Subduction Zone. The fault
As plates move
past each other
in an earthquake,
they cause
displacementof
the water. This
can result
in a

tsunami with
waves building
up as they near
shore.

erage intervals of 500 years,
but range as far apart as 800
years or as close together as
200 years.
She estimated the chance
of a major Cascadia earthquake happening in the next

high

probability for a fault,” Dengier said. “It's certainly possible it could happen tomorrow, but it could also happen
in 500 years.”

Scientists know about the
1700
earthquake
through
geological evidence, Native
American legends and Jap-

iy :

pretty

anese records of a tsunami
destroying stored rice, Dengler said.
Dengler said there have
been

17 tsunamis

recorded

ae

i

ee

are estimated to occur at av-

is a

gs 32

“With tsunamis it's really
‘black and white, or should |
say wet and dry,” Lori Dengler, a geology professor at
HSU, said. “If you get caught
in the water your odds of
surviving are very small,
about fifty-fifty. If you don't

Columbia.
“We know we had at least
six other big tsunami events
in the last 2,000 years,” Dengler said.
She said the earthquakes

cent.
“Which

t since the

it. ii

geology professor.

to Vancouver Island in British

SO years to be about 20 per-

||

nami, according to an HSU

is about 700 miles long and
runs from Cape Mendocino

e
a
Rsiti
it
t
iit

you get caught in a tsu-

by a large-sized tsunami.
A tsunami is a group of
waves created by changes
in the elevation of the sea
floor. Such changes could be
caused by an earthquake, an
underwater landslide, a vol-

pss

our chances of dying
are about fifty percent if

a le

By Kira Rubenthaler science Error

pearat

owin 500 years
Tsunami could hit tomorror

‘less sleazy porn flicks
no
those things” i ta
swer to that, I'd have.to say if

all dthe “hype” about
& | have hear
see whatdthe
I'dure
porn, so! fig

member that what's in a video ie

deal was ail about, and find out why

Thursday nights at 6 p.m.

even then there

some of the behaviors depicted are downright

Maybe | need a to try a

if you look closely, you'll see condoms in some
features, which are removed prior to the “money
shot”. There are quite a number of actors and actresses that have condom clauses in their con-

t but is there really porn
type of porn,
differen
that appeals to women or should | stick fo my

Nelson Hall East 115

romance novels?

| DinnereBible studysWorshipsPrayer

A:

tracts. The last-minute removal of the condom is

Sounds like you bought what's called a

an art form in itself. For some reason that's never been clear to me, seeing ejaculate somehow

|For information contact Serena at sr2+@humboldt.edu

ive it.love

validates that an orgasm really occurred (for the

Not that | think that there's some,
of course).
man
thing amiss in people that enjoy seeing that, it's
just not my flavor of ice cream.
Maybe I'm just getting old, or

it.

onverge.

maybe

that

but I'd rather see a depiction

of two people coming togeth-

grading to women and serve to

ated
er, demonstr
by the
looks on

parastic e
uat
the misogyni
perpet

their faces rather than their biological effluent. And don't even get me

digm, but I’m not one of them.
ed
ualIf you're interest
in heterosex
you
st
sugge
|
nment,
entertai
ly-oriented
look at videos/DVDs by Femme Produc-

HUNAN ¢ CANTON °¢PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN ° DIM-SUM

of women's
started about depictions
org
in asm
traditionals
porn.
in the
Where things get really challenging

erotica department is if you want to find videos
that the directors have aimed at queer women.
There's plenty of girl-on-girl sex in traditional porn,
sex. Some peobut it's a long way from realqueer

ple, both queer and straight, enjoy videos made

My Surrender.”

by Sir Productions, including “Sugar-High-Glitter
City,” “Bend Over Boyiriend 1 and 2" and “How to
an
Fuck in High Heels,” which are ail lesbimade.

Another option.is Deborah Films. Those are
less explicit, have more plot and are kind of like

romance novels set to live action. They tend to
moments.
| can think

off*

your take-out or dine-in order!

No type of porn, or erotica for that matter, ap-

and there isn't one type of
ls
to everyone,
pea
“women-centered” porn. You may or may not like
s That has to
I've made.
some of the suggestion
do with what you like as a person, rather than it

X-rated, so you
not're
in Arcata. They
~ Figuierido's

on ddedivision in the dirty movie business, base
half of adult
more than s.
Women renthic
mograp

That doesn’t address the “do people really do

movies in the US, while men purchase slightly
women. Production companies are
than e
mor
paying attention, and you'll see more features that
are marketed more toward women and straight
couples than there used to be. In the more main-

Melinda Myers has been pert of HSU's feculty for 10
years. She teaches Humen Sexuality and other courses for
Women's Studandology
the Psych
les Departments. She owns Good |
Relations
Lovers’ Boutique, @ 2ex-

761 8th St.
On the Aucate Plage:

822-6105
or reservations

“am
Ziq

=

a

actors
is better, n
quality tio
stream videos, produc

positive
store in Eureka. She
is a
single mom, with two sons to whom

are more attractive, and some type of relationship is depicted between the characters. Given
the choice, many men prefer their sex less slea-

she lectures frequently
about sex

| and relationships. Her 1-unit week-

a

end course, Choices and Changes

1 Te

EASY

24

in

7

“"Gialenae

if you want to, or don't. Neither
you a better person, or a better
than does choosing butter pecan
coma.

So enjoy it
choice makes
lover, any more
over chocolate

in SexueMty, Psychology 236, le
happening Ceteber $end Gund open by eagle etic
E-med her at mm3, if you'd like to add the course.
4

~

growing
your gender. Therae's
in rent
being inhe

don't have to go into the little room or show your
ID to rent them.

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

Call for to-go orders

I'm just a sexual con-

(yea, right),
at heart ive
servat

some people think that all
are deexplicit erotic depictions

mergemedia.org

10%

;

might want to try, or things you definitely don't, but
that's about it. Recently I've seen a trend toward
more extreme (at least to me) elements in some
porn. Seems like the more people you can geotime, the better. Also,
at one y
all
fit together
metric

was no actual point as to why they were doing

what they were doing.

sed

tween you and your partner(s) about things you

but how many people actually do what those
on DVD? | also didnt like the reple
did
peo
petitive woman-on-woman action, such as

lonely housewives, etc...and

Ae

nore aka.
to the director, rca
have sex
how to y,
tel
people learn
many una
Unfort
, and that's not the intentionof
from
the, uh, art form. it might generate discussion be-

| ordered
it is so “interesting” and “greSoat.”
a DVO, with about 15 different scenarios off
no plot, no story, very
is re
of the internet. The
little dialogue, and if there was the lines were
cheesy, and the actors were not even that at”
for some,
it is a “fantasy
tractive. Also, | know
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Tsunamis: leave the beach if a ‘quake j is felt
Continued
from page 13

highest magnitude measured
7.1, and waves 1 1/2 feet tall
reached Crescent City four
hours later. Waves about one
foot tall reached the mouth of
Humboldt Bay 20 minutes after the shaking, according to
the pamphlet.
Crescent City was hit by a

tsunami after the 1962 magnitude 9.5 Chilean earthquake,
and again in 1964 after the
magnitude 9.2 Alaskan earthquake.
In 1964, 10 people drowned
and 24 were injured in Crescent City, according to the

West Coast and Alaska Tsunami Warning Center.. Damage
estimates ranged from $7 million to $15 million.

“Knowing what to do (in the
event of a tsunami) is your best
safety net,” Dengler said.
She said people should get

in the habit of counting the duration of shaking during an
earthquake.

Thirty or more

seconds of strong shaking is a
good indication of a tsunami.
“One of the things we're trying to get people aware of is,
if you feel and earthquake, get
off the beach,” Mark HemphillHaley, a geology professor at

HSU, said.
Dengler said people should
enjoy the beach but always be

aware of what the waves are
doing.
“People should be aware of
-it and be concerned about it

and be sreilanal

Hemphill-

Haley said.
Dengler said in deep water
a tsunami can reach speeds
of 500 to 600 mph. The waves
slow to 20 to 25 mph as they
reach shallower water near
the coast.
Dengler estimated the av-

erage speed of a surfing wave
to be about 8 mph.
The phrase “tidal wave” is
often used in place of tsuna-

mi, which is incorrect, Dengler
said. A tidal wave is caused
by changes in tides.
“They (tsunamis) come in

as a surge of water that looks
like a change in tides,” Dengler said.

6i6 |

Herbs: placebo eeffect could influence results
Continued
from page 13

She said determining the
_ @ffectiveness of herbs is difficult because of the varying
. amount of dosages and the
placebo effect.
The placebo effect is when

' the recipient of a drug or treatment feels like it has worked,
. _ even if it has done nothing to
them physically.
“In traditional medicine, a
‘good doctor tries to encour-

: age the placebo effect,” Bruce
O'Gara, a biological sciences
professor at HSU, said.
Holladay said he cannot
rule out the possibility of the
: placebo effect occurring with
herbs.
“| just go by the fact that

* people come in and say ‘that
‘ helped’,” Holladay said.

;

Jennifer Hart,

a -commu-

nications junior said her father took St. John's wort and
echinacea. She said she as_ sumed the herbs were work-

_ing because he continued taking them.

But not everyone has faith
in the healing power of herbs.
“In general, [buying herbs)
is probably a waste of time,”

O'Gara said.
O'Gara said when you buy
herbs you don't always know
the dosage you are getting,
and there could be pesticide
residue if the herb was not
grown properly.

“When

an individual goes

out and buys an herb, you're

not sure what you're getting,”
Munoz said.

According to the Journalof
the American Medical Association, the Dietary Supplement
Health and Education
Act and
other regulations require the
Food and Drug Administration
to approve claims made that

link a supplement
to a specific
disease
or condition.
Statements regarding the
structure or function of a disease cannot mention particular diseases and must be ac-

companied
?

“oe

higher

- mation a patient would prob-

ably find about herbal supplements if searching the

test scores
guaranteed

Internet.

The study found 338 sites
that sold herbal products re-

lated to health or had a direct
link to a site that sold the prod-

or your money

ucts.

Of

these

sites,

81

per-

cent made claims relating
to health. Over half of these
sites failed to provide the FDA
disclaimer.

“Usually | just use what
the doctor prescribes,” biol-

ogy sophomore Orlando Salas said.

Salas

said

he

respects

people's
about
herbs, but he thinks people
should see the doctor for a se-

by a ‘diecianner “~~~”
.

e

saying the statement
was not
reviewed
by the FDA.
The Joumal published a
study investigating the infor-
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At the Arcata Community Center
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‘Dr. Sugarshaker’s House of Sin gets nasty at Humboldt State
By Lucas O. Cebulski
_ STAFF WRITER
tried to buy my ticket for “Dr. Sugarshaker's House of Sin,” so | did like
everyone

else

and

exchanged

and chocolate kisses to take the shy
right outta ‘ya.
If that was how they liked to do

my

House of Sin, | was more than interested to see what was going on

an ingenious way to set the mood for

the show while avoiding the pain of
lugging around a cash box.

inside. | accepted a blow-pop and
went in.
The show was funny, at times
strangely serious, and above all, en-

Cash registers weren't the only
pieces of machinery that Dr. Sugar-

shaker had seen fit to replace with
A squad of
mostly naked people.

girls,

wearing

gaging. Elvira Les Bon Bon led her
Solid Gold Dancers in several bur-

tastefully

tasteless lingerie, acted as concession machines; each dispensing lollipops, sweet-tarts, condoms and oth-

er stuff from any crack, crevasse of
strap in sight.
There was a catch though. Anything you took from the candy boys
and girls had to be taken with your
teeth, It didn’t take long before every-

one waiting out in front of the Green
eee

S

SSSOES
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ous

whips

and

climaxed

After some impressive block tossing,

by whip-

the music switches to a tango and
Oliver stacks the blocks on his finger
tips. He dresses the blocks in a long

ping a flower out of one of the sugargirl's hands. | thought the Whip Guy
needed a little work. There was a lot

blonde wig, puts a rose between his

of spinning around and not enough
cracking. But hey, he didn’t put anythings before you even entered the . one's eye out or make himself bleed.

tween the breasts of a scantily clad
woman. A little unorthodox, yes, but

and

getting to know one another. There's

nothing like bobbing for Starbursts

twenty for a ten that was held be-

boys

and Gold room was comfortable and

lesque dance numbers. The Sugarboys came on stage, tossed slightly
used candy bars into the audience

and performed a juggling striptease.
This was easier said than done, con-

sidering they went from clothed to bikini briefed. without dropping a ball,

or more than five anyway.

There was a “whip guy” who spent

about
SHUTS

five

STEW

cracking

minutes

UASSYSSS
=
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So that's good, or maybe

teeth and tango’s all over the stage.

After winning the devotion of his
new dance partner, Oliver acciden-

it would

tally drops and kills her. He builds her
a little memorial, picks up his broom

have helped, | don't know.

My favorite act, by far, was Oli‘ver the Janitor's block juggling num-

and slumps off-stage. Then everyone
in the audience laughs their head off.

ber. After an hour of sexy acrobatics,
spankings and juggling stripsters,

out comes

It was great.

this huge oafish janitor

character sweeping up to sad Russian waltz music. It was sad in that

gut-bustingly funny kind of way.
After sweeping up for a minute

and not looking too happy about it,

Oliver notices three blocks on the
stage.

He checks to make

sure no

one's looking, drops his broom and

grabs up the blocks. The music picks
up (think Tetris music at like level 25)

and Oliver starts juggling to the beat.

lll Pm

| didn't have exact change when |

In between all these acts, Chance
Nightly, the MC, would get the audience involved. He orchestrated and
judged a fake orgasm contest between the men and women in the
audience. There was a whole lotta
grunting and moaning and in the end
Nightly decided that both sides won.
There was also a “Wheel of Sin”.
Membersof the audience were:

—
:

House of Sin, continues on page 16
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brought on-stage to spin the wheel and abide stripping.
Dr Sugarshaker returns with a new
to do. Some folks
it told themer
by whatev
The show is
had to switch clothes with other folks in less coming up next month. and
the Last
aker
yiecAbonp anaes _ others did body shots “Reverend Sugarsh
and will be playing

:

z

8
8 &

al

the show. Anyoinnethe
- very high throughout
‘room might have been pulled up on stageat

anytime to.do who knows what. It definitely
. kept everyone on their toes and maybe a little
“worried about what might happen next.

There were a lot more great acts: a freak

show, a trapeze act, Dr. Sugarshaker creat-

ing a sex animal and believe it or not, more

tation of Sin”
through Nov. 1 in either the KBR or the
new acts
and Gold room. It features
bunch more sin. If you missed Dr. Sugar:
shaker this time around, | recommend check
ing out the next show. All you have to lose
°

are a few morals and maybe your pants.

Pictured on previous page: Box 1: Shea
Freelove, Box 2: Jessica Brown and Silas
Knight, Box 3: Matthew Harman and Box 4:
.
Silas Knight and admirer.

Put ‘Open Range ’ out to pasture
By James Payton

Starr wrier

What do you get when you combine “Wa-

terworld,” “The Postman,” and an actor and
director that don't quite know how to get their

fri, sep 26
west gym, hsu
tickets/info: 826-3928

point across? The latest movie produced and
directed by Kevin Costner, “Open Range.”
“Open Range” is a Western movie with a
classic Western story. “Range” is the story
of Charlie Waite (Kevin Costner) and Boss
Spearman (Robert. Duvall), two buddy-buddy, cowboy-ranchers that travel the west,
transporting cattle here and there. While
stopping to rest through a storm, they find

themselves next to a town where strangers

are not welcome. The unwelcoming committee is lead by the main villain of the movie,
Denton Baxter (Michael Gambon), who is the
rich, powerful landowner that has a prejudice
against those who free graze.
The story then follows Charlie and Boss

as they battle against Baxter and his Sheriff
(James Russo). Charlie. finds a love interest

in a doctor's nurse (Annette Benning) and is

chosen to lead the town against the evil that
held them down for so long.
Open Range is a beautiful movie, full of
beautiful cinematography with lovely country- sides, prairies and dusty ranch towns.

. The movie really puts you out there where
the lack of action is happening.

. The big problems with
summed up in two things.

the

movie

are

First, the pacing of the movie. The movie runs. two hours and 25 minutes. A good
hour and 40 of that is leading up to a grand
gun- fight that should have been the climax
of the movie. However, the movie still goes
for about 30 minutes after the gunfight. At a
snail's pace the movie is wrapped up and
ended.
Another problem with the pacing is there's
no really good way to tell when things are

happening in the movie. You might be think-

‘ing that things are just two or three days:
apart, but in reality it was all one night.
The second problem with the movie is the

conversion between book and film. The film is
just too confusing and at times it seems like
the characters are wandering around without a purpose. The saddest part of the movie
isn’t even fear of not finding love for our main
character, Charlie, it’s that they killed a dog.
And this is one dog that should definitely be

put to rest.
If you're big on Westerns and want a really
cheesey love story, then “Open Range” is the

movie for you. For all of those other people,
go get the book by Lauran Paine.

Taj Mahal

a (¢alicacla

By Karla Rivas
STAFF WRITER
;

The

legendary,

strumentalist and

“>

multi-inblues art-

drummers

west

ist Taj Mahal will appear with
his band at the Van Duzer
in Eureka, Sept. 26. This

season]

africa

very. diversified musician is
known to be the master of
finger-picking country blues
and also is well known for

using

different genres

into

his music, such as blues,
classical, jazz, rock ‘n’ roll,
country, folk, Afro-Caribbe-

an, Hawaiian, reggae, R&B,

ea

PR Sou

soul and calypso.

«7 ladysmith

Even though Mahal pre-

served the traditional acoustic blues, he nevertheless
incorporated worldly influ-

rue

ences into his music.
Mahal was born in New
York on May 17, 1942, where

Blues” ('93)ar
Blues” ('96),

he took interest in blues music but also listened to mu-

sic

from

all

r

i

around

black mambazo
Pits Mota ae ho

pianist/composer/arranger,
and his mother was a school
teacher who sang gospel.
Evidently, since birth Mahal

‘

eae

the

world. His father was a jazz

|, +:

Fe .
|

'

an evening
of celtic music
with

"

2

« capercaillie

was surrounded by music.
*

Mahal came out with his
self-titled debut in ‘68, fol- .

Pri

lowing with “Natch'l Blues,”

ee

and a year later he came out

with the “half electric, half
i

—

acoustic” double LP, “Giant

ee

gave Mahal the rep-

ee

Step.” All together,
these three albums
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, & PUERTO RICO
MEXICO
from SPAIN, WEST AFRICA
Authentic tapas and dally specials from around the globe. Lunch and
dinner. Selection of fine wines and desserts. West African live music
and food. Open daily | |am- 10pm. Late-Nite Thursday-Saturday until
weekends.
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ati
sugpested
lam. Reserv

Radio Free Humboldt

Fri 9/20 African Music 7-9pm

Sat 9/27 Enal Aller (Steal Deum) 7-9pm

Student radio KRFH celebrates 15 years

ae

as

Wed 9/2» 8pm Poetry Slam

str WRITER

a

By Daniel Mendez
Break out the cake, light
ae

5 oantowd Do

aed

ged

the candies and put on your
party hats, someone is turning 15 years old.

'

ee

ae
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ed

KRFH 610AM, Radio Free
Humboidt, is beginning its
15th year

fall.

of operation

Gary Melton: Yes, this is the
beginning of my 15th year at

Melton: When | first came to
HSU, the specific position
was a tenure track position
in the Speech Communication department. What they

HSU, therefore this is the be-

wanted
to do was developa

:
marks

the

So this
fall
15th yeer of

broadcasting curriculum
and
create a student radio station. That was part of the job
description.

this

This brainchild of HSU

Journalism

Professor

Gary

ee

Melton is the student-run radio station of the university.
Broadcast out of Gist Hail,
KRFH's music and DJs can
be heard seven days a week
in the residence halis, the
weight room and the food esstation

also

simul-

casts globally over the internet
through
streaming
audio
technology
at

hs
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Founder Prof. Gary Melton
had a few words, reflecting
on the first 15 years of -his
program's existence.
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Melton: We

ewe ees

ed

started out ba-

sically with one smail mono-

audio
Now

_tablishments of HSU.

The

LJ: So how did you go
about developing the station?

KRFH

is

a

student-

run, student-operated,
censed

support

unlli-

station. It's a lab in

of

the

theoretical

curriculum of the Journalism
and Mass Communication
department.

LJ: What inepired the cre-

ation of this student-operated radio station?

contro!

board,

one

turntable and one cart machine. That was basically it,
we had no music or anything.
But we had 40 to 50 students
right from the get-go who

wanted to make it happen.

KRFH: 15 years on 1 the air
Continued
from page 22

the internet? |

occasionally turn on the mi-

Melton: The planning stag' @8 of that began in the fall
of 1997. At that time the station manager was really interested in trying to devel-

crophone and say something, but being the shy guy

that | really am, | don't do
that too often.

%
f

| ua

and also in trying to stream
the signal live. So we went
to the dean of the college of
Arts and Humanities at that
time and requested his support. He thought it was a really good thing to do and he
basically gave us a brand
new Gateway computer. We

were able to have the engineer get it all configured and

‘oun
‘do is send signals right on
pus only. The only way we

get off campus is by maybe
a little radio frequency bleed
off of the peripheral areas of

campus. But we can't go any
further than that - other than

globally over the internet which is fine, because we

happened

with

the whole internet music
issue where the record
companies

were

request-

ing royalties from KHSU?
Melton: We actually went off
the air for about six weeks
last fall because we didn't
have money, to speak of, to
pay for these (royalty) fees.
We got some support from

Associated
Students,
we
generated money ourselves
and the Journalism department pledged some money
to us as well. So we've been
back on the air and we're
good to go.
LJ: In the 15 years
of its ex-

istence, have there been
any students from KRFH
that have moved on to other accomplishments in the
fleid of radio?
Melton: Yeah, we've had
. people

who

have

gone

to

have people who e-mail and
even call us from places like
Sydney, Australia, London,
England,
Paris,
France...
McKinleyville, if you could
believe that.
LJ: Where do you think
KRFH will be in another 15
years?
Melton: | think we'll probably
take over the world. Student
radio will be centered here.
The manager of the station
will be the leader of the free

world,

and

we'll make

stuff.
LJ: Any final words for The

Lumberjack on KRFH?

LJ:

Melton: The key thing that
you have to remember is that
although I'm the faculty advisor and I've created this program, | could not have been
successful without having
a tremendous
amount of

strangest

show

ever

broadcast in the 15 years
of KRFH?
Melton: You know that's really
difficult to pin down, frankly.
Probably my “Beatles Now,
Beatles Forever” show that |

LISTENING STATIONS, TICKET SALES,

FRIENDLY STAFF, EXCELLENT SERVICE,

GREAT SELECTION

When you support
Pacific Paradise
you’re supporting

as well will occupy

good jobs in the media.

the

MUSIC STORE!!!

ture for Soeech Communica-*

mento and some have gone
to work down in the Bay Area

been

wonderful students that I've

the local music scene

A Humboldt Trad
Humboldt County’s kindes

Sean

as Gis ot a Sees ta

fails to

worked with over the last 15

sont

LJ: Se you are on the air
then?

years. They're highly motivated and totally cool. This
is a great community of students and they've done a lot

We Accopts + Glass & Plastic Containers

do when somebody
show up.

Melton: If nobody shows up,

then | go in there and put on
some Beatles disc. | might

a

HUMBOLDT COUNTY'S “GO TO”

tions and Journalism. Maybe

KHSU

has

ra’

erybody happy and live in
peace and harmony. Nah, |
don't know, | mean what can
| say? The program will con-.
tinue to grow and get more
support. There is a master
plan for a new building that
will be constructed in the fu-

this building and we'll have
new equipment and upgraded facilities: and that kind of

What

‘o*

8

ev-

work at radio news in Sacrain various capacities. So
yeah, we've had our degree
of success of people getting

“TRO

ay

BIG CNY
SMALL TOWN SERVICE

to the property of the cam-

ing in February of 1998.
What

.

©

Melton: We're not:a licensed
radio station so all we can

that's how we started streamLJ:

Heal
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op a website for the station
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TUE: Open Mic
eh wELED LC Night

|

;
Distinctive
shower looks for your

bathroom in patterned
cloth or vinyl

and clear pastels. Special order other
|

styles. Hooks, curtain liners and bath

_ pillows to coordinate your bath.

|

THUR: Agua Dulce "Salsa"

SUN: John Brown's Botly
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Coming soon: Tony Fartade Band 9/27 ~ Michelle Shocked 10/3 ~
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It'sa fact of life,
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Dracula vs. the Wolf Man
‘Underworld’ looks good, but familiar
films

Yes,

_Tor Bare late.

Beckinsale

does

There are also some very

sport the long black trench-

graphic

coat like the characters from

ments

special-effect

that make

mo-

because of how realistic the

one of the select few that do.

ries the guns that never seem

It shouldn't be any surprise, either. First time director Len Wiseman was the art

to run out of bullets, too. But

gory elements look. An unexpected diagonally sliced

designer for such great looking films like “Stargate” and
“Independence Day.” Wiseman utilizes his previous cinematic experiences to create

barrage of gunfire is ever-so
present in this film. But what
makes things a bit more in-

teresting is the fact that the
contains

liquid silver. When

excellent job of looking like

Actually, “Underworld” is
film about war. A war of im-

the werewolves get shot with
these bullets, the liquid silver

those two genres, yet it lacks

enters their bloodstream kill-

sary for every film category
- acting.
This film is about vampires

been

fought

between

vam-

pires and werewolves for
a thousand years. Selene

played

by Kate

is a vampire

Beckinsale

soldier seek-

ing vengeance against the
werewolves who feasted on
her family when she was a
little girl.
it all

sounds

corny,

but

the film actually contains a
decent plot with a great element of action and cinematography to enhance it.
At first, the film seems to
resemble “The Matrix” with
a little of “The Crow” thrown
in for texture. Add a pinch of
“Blade” for taste and you've
got yourself a nice pot of
“Underworld.”

,eoueoe
ee oeov ees
*e@#ueeeeeeee

ing them.

ammo

that

This is a nice up-

date on the traditional silver
bullet.

On

the

same

note,

the

a major component

and
the
was
are

sb 000 ieeeh ie seein sreebioeee

Dalen

i
|

ALU

j

neces-

werewolves. Judging by
acting, you would think it
about zombies. There
too many boring actors

ammo used by
wolves contains

the wereultra-violet

light harnessed

in the bul-

with ill-delivered lines in this

let tip. It's sort of a captured

film. The only saving grace
is Beckinsale's performance.

sunlight used to kill vampires

,

cecemmnedations may bo avafiahle. contest conterarto 0: @h0-G008.

ql

er that feeling of a horror film,
while the in-your-face gun
battles give you a sense of
an action film.
“Underworld”
does
an

horror film.

mortals to be exact, that has

use

os

Wil

and make-up designs deliv-

vampires

by

'

head comes to mind.
Really wicked
costume

a truly slick looking action/

e _preteced

"10 or haw stedent.

you wince °

The Matrix. And yes, she carthis film puts its own twist on
everything cliché.
For instance, the non-stop

|

eee ees

There aren't too many

out there that succeed when
the style tends to upstage the
substance. “Underworld” is

starr warren

et

By Daniel Mendez

—

She has the proper voice, attitude and physique to play
the leather-clad heroine with
.
perfection.
great special effects. The
“Underworld” is the type
transformation from human
of
film
that relies on that slick
to werewolf is so detailed in
looking gore and action to
some areas. There are times
entertain the crowd. The auwhen the camera seems to
dience
is already looking for
enter inside the body and
that are immune to regular
ammunition.
This film also utilizes some

gives you an internal look at

these things going into this

the human-to-werewolf trans-

kind of movie - why disappoint them?

formation.

Veet
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Ask for Delicious Tofu Snack Products at these Campus Outlets .ri
at HSU ¢ The Depot * South Campus Marketplace and
* Giant's Cupboard * Jolly Giant Cafeteria
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Adaven Sdrawkcab
Nevada Backwards looks forward
By Erin Miyabara = starr weer
Thursday

nights

at

the

Humboldt Brewery, college
kids take over and the place
becomes a rowdy, raucous
venue for live music. Last
Thursday was no exception.
| got there early to get
some food and hang out

with the guys of Nevada
Backwards, a rockin’ band
out of Sacramento, before
the show. | met them outside in their newly-acquired
and newly-refurbished tour
bus—their
home
for the
month of September while
werking their way up to Van-

couver, Canada.
The

band

has

been

on

tour before, traveling the
West Coast and the Midwest, but this time things are
different. A lot has happened
since their last tour.
The current line up con-

The changes in the band
have tweaked its sound un-

working on a fishing boat,
and this only served to fuel
the feelings of separation
and consternation they felt.
But within two weeks,
Mick was showing signs of
improvement. He began re-

til the musical mélange cre-

gaining feeling in his right

ated is almost unclassifiable.
The only way to describe
them- (besides just damn
good) is by grouping them

arm and leg, and his ability
to speak started returning.
By Aug. 4, he was. released
from the hospital, accord-

with the resurgence of Amer-

ing to the website, “wearing

ican roots music. It's almost
country, almost rock, almost
bluegrass, almost punk. It’s
a sound that comes straight
from the heart.
It's also a sound that

only an ankle brace, a mis
matched pair of Pro Wings
and his pride.”
His seemingly miraculous
recovery was fueled by his
own strength and willpower,
and by the love and support
of his family and friends.
And now they're back
on the road, spreading the
same kind of good stuff, in
musical form, that helped
Mick heal so quickly. The
show at the Brewery on

most bands, they've
a change in players.

seen
Each

member is a seasoned musician and veteran of many

tours.

might not have made it back
on tour. This past July, Mick
took a serious fall off his
new motorized skateboard
and ended up in the UC Da-

vis Medical Center in Sacramento

with head. injuries.

sists of original members Brian Ballentine on the acoustic
guitar and Troy Kimura on

Swelling on the left side of
his brain left the right side

the skins. Newer members,

of his body paralyzed and
his speech inhibited. Doc-

and old friends, Keith Lionetti and Mick Stevenson,
formerly of punk band Myn-

tors. couldn't tell his friends

bass

recover.

and acoustic guitar, banjo
and mandolin, respectively.
Brian sings lead vocals and
is backed up by Troy, Keith
and Mick.
dicteoibec
'- Nevada
has’ only been around for

Flipp,

ock,

play the upright

eg couple
ag

>

:

fo

nee

years

and,

like

friend
ha;

Mick's.

from.

said

a gloomy

were dancing,. smiling, ob-viously having a good time,
and so were the guys in the

fully

band. Seeing them playing
together again, rousing the

childhood

audience members to get
up and tap their feet or just
close your eyes and melt
into the melody, was a won-

he'd

family when

and

Thursday was great. People

North

everyone

Caroliwas

in

the ware-

mood;

house they all live in together

was not the upbeat place it
once was. Keith was spend-

ing thé summer ‘in Alaska

derful thing. -.
Nevada Backwards

will

be back in Arcataon Nov. 20
at the Alibi.

+
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» Enjoy a room of your own

» Pay as little as $830 per
» Get free internet
access &
use our computer
lab
» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line
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stretched during practice Monday by a HSU trainer. |

‘Jacks look to prove
that they are for real
By Charlene Murphy

Sports Eorror
The ‘Jacks are coming off a

huge win against division IAA
St.

Mary's

College,

Moraga

and have had the past week

ldinner speciale

Sunday
thru
Thursday
Sept 21st — 25th

| Sept 28th - Oct 2nd

to recuperate and prepare for
this Saturday's game against
Southern Oregon in thr Redwood Bow! at 6 p.m.

The ‘Jacks respectively
won their first game in near-
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228 rushing yards and Thur-

HSU football had not beat
Saint Mary's in 17 years.
“It just felt good to win,”
head coach Doug Adkins
said. “We haven't won in such
a long time.”
Now. with the momentum

watching video,” said senior
linebacker Tim White. “We
know we have to stop. their
big plays.

on the ‘Jacks

side they are

looking to score another win
against Southern Oregon, a
team the ‘Jacks lost to twice
by a margin

of

10 in each game (17- 27 and
10- 20).
“Southern Oregon is probably the best team that will
come into the Bow! this year,”

Adkins said. “And they are
coming

off a heartbreaking

Southern Oregon (0-1) lost

its only game of the season
over the weekend to Linfield
47-42.
However, if the ‘Jacks plan

ane

McGrorty and senior wide receiver Andrae Thurman.
McGrorty
accumulated
man caught seven passes for
130 yards in their first outing.

- loss to Linfield.”

MrT

have a really solid defense.”
The ‘Jacks must look to
stop Southern Oregon's senior NAIA First Team AllAmerican running back Dusty

ly a year with the win on the
road over Saint Mary's College, 20-6.

last season
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By Brian Haas
his love for soccer, and the mental strain that was

everything from surfing to free diving. Kaatz is also

soccer team are playing because they are like him
and want to have fun and love the-game.
There is a soccer bloodline in the Kaatz’ family. His dad played professional soccer in Germany and later was the captian of the Danubia soccer
club in Los Angeles.

planning on getting a minor in business.
Kaatz is one of the few multi-sport athletes in the

cer field, and has five yellow cards in nine games

put on him in basketball.

_

Soccer has provided him with a refreshing alternative from the hardwood.
In his free time he can be found doing just about

NCAA.
“Dustin is an outstanding athlete,” HSU athletic director Dan Collen said. “To play two different

|

sports

on

:

' Kaatz is a very physical presence on the soc-

played. Yellow cards are awarded in soccer for certain fouls that warrant more than just a free kick. He
believes that it's due to him not playing competi-

tive soccer in a

this levelis “I was always lifiting, always shooting in the
_—
F won, aaa GYM, | needed achange.”
am

sur-

prised

that

|

toe
compete

_
in

soccer field. In
first
Dae can:
HSU men's soccer and men's baketball playerf the ‘Jacks

at

cy

Kaatz is 6-5, a definite plus in basketball, and
also in soccer. His height allows him to be an effec-

tive midfielder and defender on the soccer field.

for his physical persence on the soccer field.
=

three years, senior Dustin Kaatz has played
for the highly successful HSU basketball program, but in his senior year, however, he has

forfeited all of his scholarship money in order to be
a two-sport athlete. Kaatz now plays for the strug-

. gling, 2-8 HSU soccer team.
Kaatz is a forward and started nine times for the
basketball team last season. He had 65 rebound
last year and was one of six ‘Jacks that saw playing

time in all of the teams 29 games.
So why, in his senior year would he choose to
suddenly jump into another collegiate sport?
“| just wanted to play,” Kaatz, an industrial technology major said. “I've been playing it since | was
a kid, | probably learned how to walk kicking a ball

ee

Dustin Kaatz

this level.”

photos
by Erik Fraser
Two-sport athlete Dustin Kaatz (6’5) is known

Sie

vor a

te ‘sdb

in the game winning goal with just seconds remain-

ing.

The last time Kaatz played soccer competitively

“He is very competitive, and is an incredible
physical presence on the field,” HSU soccer head

was in eighth grade. In high school he was forced
to make a choice between soccer and basketball

coach Alan Ex ley said.

because they were in the same seagon. He chose
basketball and hasn't played soccer competitively in eight years.
He went on to play four years of basketball at

Kaatz made the move from a successful basketball program, to a soccer program that has lost its
last eight straight. He sometimes gets frustrated
with the losses, but says that it allows the team to

rethink every game.
Last Thursday the HSU soccer team lost its third

GNAC game of the season to Western Washington,
4-1.

HSU couldn't get any offense going, with its only
point came on a penalty kick which senior midfielder Brad O'Leary made .
“| have just been having fun," Kaatz said. “I think
you just have to look at it in perspective."
He also loves the camaraderie of the soccer

team and respects coach Exley.
Kaatz doesn't feel his soccer teammates have
shown any animosity to him for coming over during
his senior year. He believes that all the guys on the

Marina High School in Huntington Beach, Calif.
Kaatz will play on the basketball team this season as a walk-on.
“This year it is a little different for Dustin,” HSU
assistant basketball coach Rich Mendoza said.
“There are couple different guys competing for
starting positions so Dustin will have to earn his
spot.”

Kaatz said he does not believe that he will be fatigued going into the basketball season. He says
that he will be completely refreshed and ready to go
when he steps on the basketball court in October.

Kaatz has one main goal for this year’s basketball season, “Were going to win the National Championship.”

on the soccer field.”
Kaatz was also tired of devoting eight months a
year towards basketball.
“With the scholarship | had, it was expected that

| commit all of my time to basketball,” Kaatz said.
“| was always lifting, always shooting in the gym, |
needed a change.”
The challenge of playing two sports was recog-

nized by HSU head basketball coach Tom Wood.
“We encourage kids that if they are good enough
athletes, to play two sports,” Wood said. “| hope he has a good experience and | am rooting for him."
Because the end of soccer season, Kaatz will

miss the first couple weeks of official practice to finish up his soccer season.

Senior Austin Nichols, a small forward on the

Pa ote

basketball team, doesn’t mind that Kaatz will miss
the first practices.
“It was his choice,” Nichols, a business adminis-

Be BOR

:

oe

tration major, said. “He thought he was good at soccer, and he is still going to play basketball, so it's

good for him. | think that he will be in good physical
shape after soccer season.
Kaatz said that his basketball team understands
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"To the world you
might be one

is

photo courtsey of HSU Sports Information

Freshman midfielder Sheri Wilhem stays a step ahead of the Northwest Ane

person, but to one
person you might
be the world."

Wi

defender, as did the rest of the ‘Jacks in their first win at home this season, 5-0

Women’s soccer scores

a GNAC

victory, 5-0 in first game at home

Christina Martinez, HSU Student

By Stephen Dorman
Starr Writer

Cheerleait >|

Arcata Youth

After a marathon six game
road trip that took the team
through Arizona, Washing-

the ‘Jacks (5-2-0, 3-0-0) final-

better understanding of how
much time these players and
coaches actually spend together and treat each other.
“We make the freshmen

ly got the opportunity to play

carry

‘ton and Southern

California,

on their home field over the

Veterans

Arcata
1425
} Sereet,

<C

Jean st 822-5619 for tickets or more info

'

CARPE

DIEM

/ SEIZE

THE DAY

lived life to the fullest. If you don't seize daily
regrets
will follow at
the end of your life or when a friend dies like: “If only I had developed this relathoaship, done this, bought thet, gone there, worked, played or prayed harder;

given, helped, loved or encouraged
more. Instead
of saying “if only”, watch
for opportunities to act “next time.” The greatest opportunity of a lifetime is being pre-

sented to you right now. God is reaching out to you through this message. He loves
you and wants you to know him. He sent his son, a reflection of himself, to die on
the cross for your sins. Believe that Jesus was the son of God, rose and overcame

death. Seize a great relationship with him and eternal life in heaven by prayiag
and call on him to save you from your sins. For questions,
help or praye

call €22-0367, email eskebbie @ srcatanet.com.

weekend.
“Playing at home is awesome,” senior defender Kary
Hood said. “The fans make
a huge difference. When you
are on the road you have a
lot of people watching you
play, but very few of them are

Carpe Diewy/Beize
the day. Gather rosebuds
while you may. Make life
extraordinary by seizing opportunities daily with creative non-conformity.
Pursue a special relationship, purchase a bargain, ty a new class, hobby, or
job. Have fun, take a trip, enjoy nature and beauty. Take a risk, be yourself. Learn
to fiad your own voice and walk. it is hard to maintain your own beliefs-evenif
others
don’t like them. When you thiak you know something, be willing to look at
it from different
Move against the stream if necessary. Some people
live lives of quiet desperation. It would be tragic at your death to find you hadn’t

(iat

cheering for you to do well. It
is nice to have the support of
the home crowd.”
However, for the ‘Jacks,
being on the road for so long
did have some advantages.
“The road trips really gave
us the chance to bond as a
team,” senior forward Jenna
Hunter said. “We eat together, study together and do just
about everything else with
each other.”
Some road games, like the
early season trip to Arizona,
can keep the team away from
home for four or five days

in a row. Couple that with

plane flights, dus sides,

* + 82.1 TORSSNMBERJACK,
| WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24,
r

é

checking in and checking
out of hotels and you get a

mee
ee we ar

our

bags

and

equip-

ment,” Hunter said. “And at
the end of the year we have
a little initiation party to congratulate

team is new this season, so
they didn’t know what to expect. The players just understood that you have to play
the same whether you are at
home or on the road.”

With all the new faces this
year,

coach

looking

Cumbo

towards

will

two

be

estab-

lished veterans to provide
leadership. Hunter and Hood,

the

all the girls

only

se-

on

the

niors

f aoe

“We eat together,

agi eta?

their

Study together

on to utilize

first

college

= and do just about

Though

half . _
squad

tee
men

everything

with each other.

is

and

oe

senior forward = its

was

on the road

nner

p-

top

two

starting

for the first six

tally fit as they've ever been.

tough

head

coach

Andy

Cumbo said. “The thing that
.helped us was thathalt-of the
“ee

in

the

goals:
winning
the
GNAC and going undefeated
at home.
“It's critical that they (Hunter and Hood) lead this team,”
Cumbo said. “Both of them
are as physically and men-

mates to learn about each
other, both on and off the
field.

games,”

provide

Jonna Hunter 9,er

transfer
students,
being on the road was an effective way for these team-

“It.

else ‘

prc —

©

ee

ee

BH

He

They realize that this is their
goal.
see page 33

en

goal: ‘Jacks undefeated
in cc
. last season
_

in college and

they are making the most of it
@very day.”
Freshman
forward
Ka-

tie Coppoletta has been the

team's

top

play-maker

thus

far in 2003. She has scored a

team-high five goals through

the first seven games and is
drawing rave reviews from
her coach for her ability to
play alongside Hunter in the
‘Jacks front line.
“Katie

has

been

playing

great this season,” Cyumbo
said. “She works really hard
and has a good understand-

ing of time and space when
‘ she’s on the field.”
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website

www.humboldt.edu/~choice
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‘Re: Your review, second chapter
Dear Editor,
. Although many times | should have, |
have never written a letter to an editor, but as
the owner of The Metro, | feel compelled to
voice an opinion about the obviously skewed

We would like to address a miniscule amount of

| the lies President George W. Bush spewed in yesterday’s speech.

editorial, “Where to Buy Music in Arcata” Vol.

We can't address all because we don't have
enough space.
Bush keeps trying to tie Iraq and al-Qaeda to-

gether,

though

even

Donald

last

said

Rumsfeld

83, No. 17, Aug 27, 2003.
It's quite obvious from the anonymous
author's tone in the opening sentence about
the fact that we do not carry vinyl and that he
has rarely been in our stone, that we could
never have received a fair review from that
writer. May | suggest that he do some re-

week there is no evidence that there was a link, at
least before the war. (After is a different story, but’

whose fault is that? Ours.)

terrorists brought

“Last month,

their war to the

search before writing next time. As for the

United Nations itself,” Bush said during his speech.
“The U.N. headquarters in Baghdad stood for order
and compassion

a photographer. Why would we mind the free
advertising of having our photo in your paper?
,
The fact that we're a “mainstream” music shop is O.K. We do carry the latest hits,
but we also carry the largest and most diverse inventory on the northcoast on CD,

ing the bins. As for the “snotty workers,” |

get stopped frequently in the store and on
the street by people telling me how well they
-have been treated and how the staff has
worked tirelessly to help them. Between our
three staff members, they have been at The
Metro for 17 years collectively, they know
their music well and are wonderful people.
| would like to invite anyone with an open
mind and an interest in good music to come
by anytime, see our selection, experience
our professionalism and see why we have
been voted the best music store in Humboldt
County in the readers polls of the Times Standard and The Arcata Eye consistently. In the
end, that's all that really matters.
Larry Dern —- Owner
The Metro

HEARING HUMBOLDT

Do you think males and females are
treated equally at Humboldt State’?

They killed one guy who was out there helping these
people and all of sudden he becomes a saint. What

the countless amount of people we killed over
idiotic wars who were out there helping the
or Afghans? Where is their martyrdom?
also would like to say that we see the need

not

with hostility,

one, of my staff even had an interaction with

and for that reason, the terrorists

decided it must be destroyed.”
Mr. President, was that the same reason we decided not to abide by the U.N. regulations? | mean it
sounds awfully similar to what high-ranking U.S. officials did prior to their conquest of Iraq.
He went on to talk about a “terrorist” attack that
happened last month that killed 22 people: “Among
the 22 people who were murdered was Sergio Vieira de Mello. Over the decades, this good and brave
man from Brazil gave help to the afflicted in Bangladesh, Cyprus, Mozambique, Lebanon, Cambodia, central Africa, Kosovo and East Timor, and
was aiding the people of Iraq in their time of need.”
about
your
Iraqis
We

met

being

photographer

we're proud of that and we are thanked by
our customers regularly. Perhaps the author
should have spent a little more time perus-

|}

Cages

“| think there's
less tension be-

tween

an infinitely stronger
for the United Nations to
stance against further U.S. imperialism.

genders

tween genders at

up here. There's

less tension
general.”

.We suggest that they start by holding the U.S. ac-

countable for war crimes, instead of voting to make

“| haven't noticed any unequal
treatment
beHumboldt.”

in

“Becky Danforth
Elementary Ed. &

the U.S. exempt from any responsibility year after

American Studies

year.

i
“No. They spend $37 thousand more a year.on female

more on skill, personality and

“In my classes I've seen no
instances of inequality towards

minorities
or gender. As a social

—_ athletics."

work major | am sensitive to that.”
Tom Adier
Social Work
Junior

participation, not gender.”

James Hans
Music

Felix Bobo
_ . Kinesiology

.
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Dear CSU Students:

>

Welcome to a new academic year at the California State University, and thank you for choosing to be a part of
our university system.
;
Over the past year, California's severe budget crisis has resulted in deep budget cuts for the CSU and other

_—

BOARD

|

state-funded agencies and institutions. The 2003/04 budget approved by the Legislature and Governor Davis this
summer will result in a net reduction to the CSU of $304 million after fee revenues are considered, an amount that
comes to approximately 11 percent of the CSU's General Fund appropriation.
This situation presents a significant challenge for the CSU. We know that higher education is vital to California's
economic prosperity, and that our state relies on the CSU to provide high-quality, accessible, student-focused

higher education for its citizens. Yet these deep budget cuts, along with budget language stipulating that the CSU
would not be funded for any enrollment growth for 2004/05, will for the first time put limits on the CSU's long-standing promise of providing unlimited educational opportunity.

|

As we work to manage these budget reductions, the campus presidents and | want to make sure that the CSU's
promise of providing access to students remains meaningful, and that
higher education. For the near term, we are going to focus on ensuring
they need to graduate. For the long term, we will continue to work with
dictable higher education funding plan and fee policy that will allow us

we preserve the value of your investment in
that the students we enroll get the courses
the Legislature to create a consistent, preto serve all qualified students in good eco-

nomic times as well as bad.
We will call on you in the coming months to assist us in this effort by contacting your local legislators and letting

them know how important your CSU education is to you. In the meantime, | invite you to learn more about these issues by visiting the CSU's “Budget Central” at www.calstate.edu/BudgetCentral or the California Postsecondary
Education Commission's “Student Fees Q & A” at www.cpec.ca.gov.
Thank you again for choosing the California State University. | wish you a rewarding academic year ahead.
With kind regards,
Sincerely,
Charles B. Reed
Chancellor

Peters, Stephen Dorman, Tin White

ADVERTISING

_ | Hey, Pastor: ‘Don’t be hatin”
Every Wednesday when | pick up the Lumberjack,
| always turn first to the “Ask the Pastor” advertisement.
Maybe you've seen it? It's a weekly column paid for by
the Arcata First Baptist Church where Dr. Clay Ford
presents a question relating to belief in God and then
attempts to explain his views. Usually, both questions
and answers are well thought out and well presented,
and my atheist mind enjoys working through Dr. Ford's
analysis. Last week Dr. Ford asked a fairly simple ques-

tion: “Why should | believe in God?” His answer was

the most hateful expression of religious propaganda, fo-

telligent Designer” (i.e. God) is so much more convincing than the “antitheist Darwinian philosophy taught as
fact in our university classrooms” that he feels the “The-

ory of Intelligent Design” should get “a fair hearing.”
What, may | ask, do you mean by this Dr. Ford? Are you
contending that BIO 305 (Biological Evolution & Sociobiology) should spend as much time teaching Creationism as it does teaching Evolution? Are you suggesting

that the Religious Studies department be moved from
the College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences to

the College of Natural Resources and Sciences?

cused towards all of us who do not agree with Dr. Ford's

Dr. Ford finishes by contending, and using excerpts
from Aldous Huxley's Brave New World to support his
contention, that “academicians and students today who

ple: “theists,” those who believe in God, and “antitheists,” those against God. As an “atheist,” one who does
not believe in God, | want to assure Dr. Ford that | am

find themselves opting for antitheist and amoral philosophies, not because the evidence calls for it, but be-

beliefs, that | have seen in quite some time.
According to Dr. Ford, there are two groups of peo-

not “against” God. | am against judges spending taxpayer money putting granite inscriptions of the Ten

Commandments

in the courthouses of America. | am

against the children of America being required to say
“one nation under God” in the morning. | am against

“In God We Trust” being printed on US banknotes. | am
against federal funds being distributed to “faith-based”
organizations.

Dr. Ford further contends that the evidence of an *in-

cause of their own sexual and political biases,” should

be embarrassed.
All | can do is post my own question to “Ask the Pastor”: Why, Dr. Ford; do you preach such hate? Your belief in God is just that, a belief; it is no better or worse tha
anyone else's beliefs.

CORRECTIONS

Todd Fischer
Computer Science
Junior
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We had gotten used
the sound of perpetual
bombings and the quak-

With Car Free Day taking place this last Monday, | have been doing

ing that it caused.
We were all hungry,

where alternative transportation is not only encouraged but also rea:
- sonably available.

ger. Every few hours the
thought of food came to

a lot of thinking about how lucky we are to live in a small community

- On Monday people were encouraged to ride bicycles, and if they
don't own one then they can borrow one. Or if they prefer not to ride a

bicycle or hop on a skateboard they can catch a bus.

Now, | must admit | have not personally taken advantage of the bus

system here in Humboldt, but | understand that it is actually a pretty
decent way to go. Whereas in many larger cities here in California |

have found that the bus systems tend to be dirty and unreliable.
Upon studying abroad in Stockholm, Sweden only a few years ago,

| returned to the United States somewhat frustrated with the transportation systems we have in place. In Sweden | popped out ‘of my apartment every morning, hopped on a giant red bus (often run by natural
fuels) which came about every five or téh minutes. Then | got on the
subway and rode to any part of town | desired to go on that particular
day. And if | wanted | could then hop on the ferry and travel to a nearby island.
It was cheap, clean and since everyone rode the subway and the
bus a petite woman like myself had no reason to feel particularly ‘un-

safe.

1 could travel around the city this way as much as | wanted for a
pass that cost maybe $40 a month. And that is what all of the locals
did. Most people didn’t own cars or even have driver's licenses, the

city wasn't full of parking lots or have gas stations on every street corner. People used the transportation systems. And why wouldn't they?

It just made me think,
here | am living in the

Sobering

United States, which is
considered

by many

to

Moments | be one of the greatest
countries on the planet,
and yet the best way to

With
Serena|
Zelezny

get around many towns
is by car. So well-popu-

lated areas, such as Los

‘Angeles, are known for
having freeways that are
backed up for hours and

for
The $40 transportation pass
fork over almost $30 every time
| guess | just felt that it was

having the worst smog.
in Sweden seems like nothing when i
| fill my car with gas.
ridiculous for us to be driving our cars

everywhere while other countries are saving money and helping keep
their air cleaner by putting in place a well operated public transporta-

tion system.

And though | enjoy the independence of being able to go out for a

drive, to me it gets a little old. | found that | would much rather prefer
to sit on a bus while taking in the scenery.
t still really wish that California had a good transportation system,

but it is places like Arcata and our Car Free Day that serves as re-

minder that there are many people here in our community who delight

in the opportunity to ride their bikes to school or to the grocery store,

even though driving a car is probably much easier mode of transpor.
tation in some cases.
It makes me really appreciate the people who helped organize this
event and those who day make the extra effort everyday to help spare

the air and encourage others to try a new way of travel, instead of just
sitting around being frustrated about it. | think it is really wonderful and
to those people | send my utmost respect.

but it was a distant hun-

me like an epiphany that
| couldn't hold on to long
enough to act on. There
wasn't any food anyway.
it had been a few hours since we thought of our family and loved ones who
could no longer be reached. This thought plagued us more than any other of
the day-to-day, minute-to-minute struggles we were in the middle of.
The afternoon wasn’t particularly hot and oddly enough there was not
=

-even a whisper of wind. It was comfortable.

There were thick rays of sun coming through the windows of our front

room. The lights and shadows decorated the high support beams above my

:
head.
My father, uncle, mother and | sat drinking watered-down tea, waiting.
Mother was telling me how our city, the city that sits between the Tigris
and the Euphrates, is one of the oldest on the face of the earth.

| don't know why she was telling me this. | know the very rich history of my
"
nation. She knew that.

| could tell she was nervous, even though we had become accustomed to

hearing the bombings, from a distance.

First, there was glass flying everywhere, into my skin. No one moved, everything was moving so fast, without a sound.
The force pushed me onto my back under the open entrance of our home.

| couldn't even blink.

.

;

‘Part of the wall, that kept our house-safe, fell onto my brother, exploding

his chest all over the gray cement floor.
At that moment
remembered
the

!

woman

| saw

fling

herself

in

path

of

a

the

moving

splitting

her

train,
entire

‘body lengthwise. My

brother did
not throw
:
that py Matt Mais

a
ek

that

It has to start
somewhere..

#8

my

mother was hit by the
beam, which no longer had the strength

and beauty it had when it held our roof up. It was now turned into a violent
;
ghost, ending everything in its path.

The beam had taken on the life of a high-speed car that you are driving

and is about to crash. What once seemed to be in your control was acting

against you.
The beam split her head from her face to the back of her skull along with
the rest of her body.
Seeing this made me feel like the first time | first bled last year, two days
after my 12" birthday. | woke up that morning covered in blood from my waist
down. That was a natural part of life. This was not.
Our home was collapsing; our pictures falling from the walls no longer had
meaning. The table we ate at splintered into a thousand pieces. The rugs we

prayed on were now buried for time eternal.
| bent my neck to look up and the last thing | saw in this life was my father
and my uncle sitting, holding each other, trapped in the darkened far corner
of the.room.
~ | could see all the fear in humanity in each one of their wide eyes.

And then the burning began.

-. . No WMD’, no threat to the U.S., 80 why this, over and over and over.
~——e

eee
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Congratulations to the federal government for
nabbing one of the most notorious criminals of our

If 1 was choosing an all-star team for

x. /many
many other candidates like Kevin -

division | football this year, Kellen Winslow — Jones from Va Tech and Phillip

‘time. This man has poisoned the lives of countless

children, filling their fragile eggshell minds with drug

crazed abandon for the past three decades. That's

Jr. would be my first pick. That doesn’t

Rivers from. NC State who control

~mean that he’s the best player in college

right, we can all breath a little easier now and feel a

football, though. And for all you “Winslow

_ little safer tucking our children into bed with the com-

for Heisman” protestors, put your pickets away and listen to what Quincey has

their own destiny and can pile on
the stats that are vital to winning a
Heisman, and Winslow's chances
look slimmer than Winsiow him

to say.

self.

forting knowledge that Thomas Chong will no longer
lurk in the back alleys of America. Thank you John

ee

Ashcroft, and God Bless the Patriot Act.

'

~

First off, Winslow's not going to put up

The really disgusting part is that some people in this country actually
feel this way!
Tommy Chong was sentenced to nine months in federal prison and handed a $20,000 fine on Sept. 11 in a Pittsburgh court. Chong, who is half of

the infamous comic duo “Cheech and Chong,” was convicted of conspiring
to sell drug paraphernalia. His conviction is the result of the Drug Enforcement Agency's “Operation Pipedreams,” which raided the warehouse of

Chong's water pipe and bong manufacturing business, Chong Glass. The
raid occurred on Feb. 14, 2003 arresting a total of 55 individuals nationwide for trafficking paraphernalia. These ridiculous scare tactics were also

the numbers to get serious Heisman consideration. He doesn’t even have the most
receiving yards on his team (138 yds 1 TD
in four games). Compared to Pitt's Larry
Fitzgerald (448 yds 3 TDs in three games)
he doesn't hold a Heisman trophy pose

Winslow may be the most
pared player for today’s
game, in that he is prototype
and is just what teams are
ing for nowadays in a tight

preNFL
size
lookend:

big enough to bang inside and
swift enough to line up outside.
compared to him. Miami, like any other — So that makes him. versatile and
very ready for the
next level. He's still
not the best pass-

felt locally when the owners of 101 North in Arcata were arrested during the
same operation. These businesses were targeted because they allegedly
operated websites where a person could purchase said paraphernalia.
John B. Brown, DEA Acting Administrator, justified these crucifixions by
stating; “People selling drug paraphernalia are in essence no different than
drug dealers. They are as much a part of drug trafficking as silencers are a
part of criminal homicide.”

catching player in
the NCAA.

93 million miles to the sun....

ton or Michael from

rT

Hey

Co

Z | i:

|

\

|

\

Michael

\

be

has

conspiring to be an accomplice

to criminal homicide charges?

oe

“pipedreams.”
But this type of double standard and heaping pile of hypocrisy is nothing new to the always frivolous and completely unnecessary (duh-duh-duh)

WAR ON DRUGS.
Just prior to the Feb. 14 raid, The White House Office of Management

and Budget released its performance report on government agencies. The
report uses a scale of zero to 100 to rate the results and accountability of

the programs. The Drug Enforcement Administration along with The Office
of National Drug Control Policy both received a zero. Despite this absolutely failing grade the DEA currently has an annual budget of $1.6 billion,
which is more than double their budget in 1995.

As long as our government keeps pissing away billions of dollars on
wo/thless programs, we can all expect worthless results that victimize in-

nocent citizens.

But hey what else would you expect from an administration of criminal

masterminds from Texas who are systematically stealing our civil liberties
and screwing the world for generations to come?
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Roy

from

Texas,

Reg-

and

you'd

get a player who
could consistently
produce
100-yard

a

Not that those charges would
be any less ludicrous than the
charges
spewing
from your

Williams;

USC,

Schnaizer | plentiful supply) so where's the

\

\

available for
the _ internet

| (www.impactguns.com

the

gie from Washing-

Johnboy, _ silenc-

ers are readily
purchase
on

by

Take your pick
from any one of

Fe

)

year, has too many good

receivers and

running backs to use all those balls on a
tight end.

Even

when

Shockey,

a godsend,

was there (with a certain Andre Johnson

and Clinton something-or-other) he only
caught

games from their .
oversized frames.
Roy said that Reggie was the best of

40 balls. Winslow

led the team

with 57 grabs last year but he was 300
yards back from Johnson and over 1,000
back from the NCAA leader. Winslow will
have to gain over 1,000 yards and have
around 15 TDs to have any real trophy

consideration. Desmond Howard, the last
receiver to win it had 985 yds and 19 TDs
in his Heisman season.
There are just not enough balls to

go around in Miami. Couple that with too

the bunch when they all met up
at the Playboy All-America team

gathering this spring.
“He really has the ability to

go get the ball,” Roy said in an
ESPN.com article. Mike is still
young,

and

me,

I'm just an old

dude.”
Kellen Winslow Jr. may be the
first tight end in a long time to be

taken top 10, and is the best tight
end

I've seen in college but he

doesn’t have a serious chance
at Heisman hardware and with so
many future pros around him, he

can't put up the number he may
be able to in another program.
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: FEAT AND KULICA
. Old time rock/blues/Cajun/ja

_ through Eureka today. Don’t #
Kulica opening. Tickets are or
for $35 each. Bring a can of fc
free prizes. Show starts at 6 p
F
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This is a class for women only, hosted by Ginger, an :
dancer. Ginger will cover basic dance moves, costumes

at The Works and The Metro
d automatically enter to win

thong. The class will be held on 9/27 & 10/11, and costs $10.

T

music and more. Wear strippable layers of clothing and a fun.
ae.

To sign up or for more info., call 441-9570. Space is limited.
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STRIP TEASE/LAP DANCE CLASS’
at Good Relations, in Old Town, Eureka
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_CAVEATEMPTOR

— HELPWANTED

Befor
the g
adert e respon
% todin

WORK

FROM

HOME

$450-1500/month parttime. $2000-4500 fulltime.
1-800-585-0760.
www.OurAnswer.com

ey to be sent or giving a credit

card number over the phone,

_OPPORTUNITIES |
NEED AN EXTRA $36,000

a

buys

books, including textbooks,

daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Cash or trade credit-your
Choice. Corner of 10th and
H. Friendly staff, wonderful

books. Since 1972. 822-1307.

MC’S WITH FLOW to battle
8 pm Thur, Sep 25 at the
Humboldt Brewery. $100
first prize; $50 second;
sweeeeeet
t-shirt third.

$15/month.

for sale. Cost $6,500.
Help find missing children. 1-800-568-1392 or

www.vendingthatworks.com

FRATERNITIES - Sororities

-

Clubs-Student

Groups.

Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this

=

Pari-Mutual Betting. Food

Gua

i

3750 Harris St, Eureka.

i

www.redwoodacres.com

wv

Rates:

$1S5peryear

Effective:

for further information. fj

ee

access

& cash at the Humboldt

:

ag$7.5eh0 per
a

Excellent tech
customer

25 at 8:30 pm. Ist: $100.

$50.

3rd:

semester

= Clty

to

|
State

Amount Enclosed

Ss

a

Are you ready for
semester?

easy
with
no _ risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the

.

a new

(707)822-8291.

mpusfundraiser.com.
OPPORTUNITY

Seeking an HSU student to
Want

available.

For

inthe

GIFT OF GAB? MC

www.sydmusic.com/marco.

@ 8:30 pm Thur, Sep 25 at

or

a

ad

Lumber

Call 826-3259

info:

PROFESSIONAL
Music Studies.
Has your teacher made a
living playing music? Check
out
one
who
has:

443-8019

place

classified

bacco-- 1-3 units and stipend

to

choice@

humfire.org.
Battle

the Humboldt Brewery. Ist

t-shirt.

THRILLS

monitors, printers at great

prices.

317

W

7th

St.

across from Eureka Grocery

Outlet.

441-0700.

Mon-Fri

llam-Spm.

Automatic trans. $1,300
Call

GLASS!

825-1042.

Groovy

gifts! Rare Collectibles!
The Time Traveler. 1020

8th, Arcata

VOLVO 240 DL Wagon for
sale. Good
condition.

OBO.

WILD

(behind

the

0-Op).
Wed-Sat 12a
» Opee

ZD

NEW & USED COMPUTERS.
for school. Used TVs,

eet 0°00.

place: $100; 2nd place:
$50; 3rd place: female fun

FORSALE

513

J

i

i
fi
i

t-shirt. j Humboldt State University, Nelson Halll East 6, Arcata, CA 95521 Fi

fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising

co-organize a multi-media
advocacy
campaign
on
transnational corporate to-

Toes

[

Name

Brewery on Thursday, Sep. f Zip

semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour

INTERNSHIP

=
ae “.

ee

BATTLING MC's, win love [J Adress

2nd:

mit

= Fknowa bargain when | see one.

$2 en.ad
Gtisnca
ion stie tai
eichn ‘ad
Call 445-1756 or 445-3037

eee

923-3238, or visit www.ca

Internet Service and Design.
Internet

route

‘n Wager. Horse Racing.

CampusFundraiser at (888)

COMMUNICATIONS.

Unlimited

Vending

[Re

Facility. Watch

program! It works. Contact

__ SERVICES
JADA

year?

m

TY

enlin tides

Wagering

eon,

Ue

THRILLS

Earn

pipe

seeSeng:ea

Street,

Arcata

¢

Just north of Café Mokka

7

USA Track & Field Pacific Association Half Marathon

tethers: sant ¢ Road Grand Prix member

Humboldt Redwoods State Park

_Avenue of the Giants -* Paved, Shaded, Fast .

CERTIFIED AND SANCTIONED-BOSTON QUALIFIER
e HALF MARATHON WALKERS NON-COMPETITIVE DIVISION - ©
¢ AGE DIVISIONS THROUGH 100+
¢ PACIFIC ASSOCIATION HALF MARATHON CHAMPIONSHIPS
¢$2500 PRIZE MONEY AWARDED TO PACIFIC USAT&F

RESIDENTS ONLY
¢ $100 PRIZE MONEY FOR THE 1ST MAN & 1ST WOMAN

‘ea |

|

9 AM SUNDAY OCT OBER 19, 2003

SIX RIVERS RUNNING CLUB

IN THE MARATHON
¢ AWARDS 3 DEEP BOTH RACES
* MARATHON FINISHERS MEDALLIONS
* LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRTS, FREE REFRESHMENTS

For complete race entry form with hotel/mote! information send S.A.S.E. to:

=

HRM, PO. Box 4989, Arceta, CA 95518-4989

ant gomndroshonntcom
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